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Fence Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 88
pages. Dimensions: 6.3in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.Laura Sims is a
startlingly original poet whose work goes very deep, like a well
made of animal and human bones mortared together with
rubber tires, dismembered books, dismembered dolls, and a lot
of other unlikely stuff that draws water from thousands of feet
under the surface of the earth. Peter StraubI dont know the
exact method or intent behind the poems of Laura Simss My god
is this a man, but I know how they feel: harrowing, probing,
troubling, surprising, and often gorgeous. Its as if Stein and
Dickinson had been invited to converse about the effects of serial
murder on body, soul, and mind: a strange wonder. The
phenomenological and moral turbulence of these poems is
matched by their sonic and structural grace, making Simss book
a profound offering to ongoing, important conversations about
the nexus of aesthetics, violence, representation, and empathy.
Maggie NelsonIn this minimalist account of the language of
killers, Laura Sims creates disturbingly powerful chords of
empathy. Reading, we discover ourselves inside the one who
begs, For heavens sake catch me before I kill more. Like a
photographic negative the book...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I
am just easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Pr of . B er nie Tor phy-- Pr of . B er nie Tor phy

I just started o  reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy
to let you know that this is the best ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he
finest ebook for possibly.
-- Da yne Johns-- Da yne Johns
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